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Airsoft glock red dot mount

GOT IT close! Cookies and YouBiz use cookies on this website. You are free to manage them at any time through your browser settings. For more information about how we use cookies, please see our Privacy Policy. Mini RMR Red Dot Sight Collimator Scope Reflex Sight Scope With Glock Universal Mount Airsoft Shotgun Optical Sight
RL5-0004-2+37-0095 RMR description:. Color:black, tan Magnification : 1x Length (In) : 45mm Day Reticle Color : Red Lighting Source LED Night Reticu Color : Red Bindon Aiming Concept : No Bullet Drop Compensator : No Reticle Pattern : 3.25 MOA Point Housing Material : Forged Aluminum Adjustment @ 100 meters (click/in) : 1.0
Batteries 3V Lithium Battery (Not Included) You can adjust RMR height and adjust winding. The brightness of the red dot can be adjusted stronger or darker. Click the link below. Here's how to install the right battery: RMR is not only a Mount for the 20mm picatinny railway, but also a glock mount. But glock mounting is not suitable for all
Glock weapons. If your gun has a crooked slot, this glock slot doesn't fit your gun. You need a Universal Mount. RMR is not only a Mount for the 20mm picatinny railway, but also a glock assembly. But glock mounting is not suitable for all Glock weapons. If your gun has a crooked slot, this glock slot doesn't fit your gun. You need a
Universal Mount ... Description about Universal Mount:- Universal optical assembly for the most proliferating sites in the field - Super low profile - Ability to use an optical without cutting slides. - Stylish solid steel construction - The assembly itself is fixed for the slide with pigeon tail with 6 sets of screws. Product Specifications: 42/43
Length:1 7/8 Width: 1 1/8 Height: 1/8 Weight: 1.3 oz (with mounting equipment) Materials: steel Color: includes black Package: 1 x GLOCK 1 x mounting hardware screws Attention: Pins for RMR red dot are only suitable for the original RMR. But at the same time not only vidabir Buyer's Real Case.This customer can install a copy RMR
well purchased an RMR from my store. He funds the original RMR assembly that his Glock.I is not suitable for recommending him a universal mount. And he can finally mount his rmr on his Glock via Universal Mountain. SSS:Q1: Is there something wrong or broken about the item? A1: Please give us some pictures or videos. It is very
useful for me to get this done and provide good customer service for you. Q2: Reticle(period) // Reticle(dot) cannot set to center place. A2: for micro-adjustment only, you can not see this clearly because the product is almost in the middle position when it is made in the factory. People don't always have to set it up. If you want to adjust it,
please mount the binod tightly on the gun, then start adjusting ( ldquoside siderdquo button until the end. Ldquoup and downrdquo button and ldquoside siderdquo button need to cooperate to adjust, which means you need to alternaally adjust two buttons to find a good place Q3: like dot clound, it is not round enough. A3: There is a
brightness setting to weaken the point, then the point will be smaller and round trun. Q4: I can't mount my glock A4: Here are some pictures of the assembly path, we hope it is useful for you: I still can't mount, please help us to present some pictures of the weapon, I will ask professional staff for help with the picture. Q5: Red spot A5
cannot work: Here's how to install the right battery: RiLongGuang Zhou RiLong Trading Development co.ltd (RL) about was founded in 2008, guangZhou.RL is a professional in Open Hunting &amp; Equipment &amp; Accessories.Our mission is to provide customers with high quality products, reasonable price and good solutions for global
users. We welcome you from all over the world to contact us for future business cooperation and create mutual benefits to achieve great success! Feedback:1,If you are satisfied with our products and services, please give us 5 stars. If your praise comes with a photo of the customer's product screen, your next order will benefit from an
additional discount. 2, If you are not satisfied with our products or services, please do not give us bad feedback directly (your poor feedback hurts us deeply), please email us. To get your attention, it will definitely give you a satisfactory treatment plan that will make you 100% satisfied. Contact us:If you have any questions, please contact
us now via the contact link and chat now. He will reply to you within one working day. Image Not available for Color: Red DotMicro DotOpticCompetitionIDPAIPSC DotOpticCompetitionIDPAIPSC
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